Learning complex subcellular distribution patterns of proteins via analysis of immunohistochemistry images.
Systematic and comprehensive analysis of protein subcellular location as a critical part of proteomics ("location proteomics") has been studied for many years, but annotating protein subcellular locations and understanding variation of the location patterns across various cell types and states is still challenging. In this work, we used immunohistochemistry images from the Human Protein Atlas as the source of subcellular location information, and built classification models for the complex protein spatial distribution in normal and cancerous tissues. The models can automatically estimate the fractions of protein in different subcellular locations, and can help to quantify the changes of protein distribution from normal to cancer tissues. In addition, we examined the extent to which different annotated protein pathways and complexes showed similarity in the locations of their member proteins, and then predicted new potential proteins for these networks. Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.